Adufe1, the Portuguese frame drum
The word adufe2 defines the traditional Portuguese percussion instrument, frame
drum, bi-membranophone (sheep or goat skins are used), square shaped (or triangular, rarer), ornamented with coloured ribbons in the corners and with free jingles
inside (nowadays, artisans use beer caps!)3.
Adufe is hand played by groups of women
(Adufeiras) that dance, sing and drum in
unison, namely associated with several
catholic festivities (Marian feasts, Holy
Cross, St. John's, St. Peter's, etc.). And
we do find it used daily in such places as
Idanha-a-Nova or Paúl (Covilhã), which
have kept a living and vibrant tradition.
There we can see how older women sharing songs and drumming with younger
Adufeiras de Monsanto, Portugal
ones and with a few men that are “allowed” to take part in this feminine tradition. Also, several local artisans like José Relvas, Armando Vinagre, Fátima Silva, Francisco Camelo, Maria José Caroço and Maria do Almortão are keeping the traditional instrument making craftwork.
Although it is a unique instrument with its own tradition, geography and context, the Portuguese adufe is often mistakenly confused with similar instruments, like the pandeiro mirandês from northeast of Portugal or the spanish panderos
(pandero cuadrado de Peñaparda or the asturian, galician,
catalan square shaped frame drums).
Nowadays, the universe of the rich adufe repertoire is characterized by cantigas de adufe (songs) on a binary (de

Golden Haggadah (1320-1330),
Liberation and Preparation,
folios 14v - 15. https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/goldenhaggadah
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from the Arab al-du . The references and representations of square instruments go back to
Egyptian tombs, to the porticoes of cathedrals and churches in the Iberian Peninsula, medieval
bibles and Jewish haggadah, tiles, paintings, books and sculptures.
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The same instrument is called pandeiro or pindeiro in border villages such as Malpica do Tejo or
Monforte da Beira.
In the past they use seeds, stones, pieces of metal and rattles.
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passo4) and ternary (de roda5) patterns, that are repeated ad aeternum, with no variation along the cantiga. Differente villages may have different words for the same
melody and different rhytmic nuances and ornamentation6. The song pulse, kept by
the adufes, is subtly irregular (usually goes a little bit faster in the chorus and
slower before the strophe). Each group has a leader, usually the best singer/drummer, that knows most of the songs. This leader role is to start and end the song,
decide the pulse and when the strophes and chorus are sung. There are no absolute pitch references, they sing in an implicit and comfortable pitch for the group, which comes from the experience of singing together.

Vaso de Tavira, XI/XIIth century (créditos António Cunha,
Campo Arqueológico de Tavira) https://issuu.com/museum_tavira/docs/vaso_de_tavira/1

The recent history of the adufe clearly pinpoints some defining moments that contributed to the “survival” of this peculiar hand drum into the new urban and modern
era, such as: the CD “Cantares do Andarilho” (1968) from José Afonso, where he
sings his remarkable version of “Senhora do Almurtão”; the theatre piece “Raízes
Rurais, Paixões Urbanas” from Ricardo Pais (1997), the starting point for the
Adufeiras de Monsanto, nowadays one of the most representative groups; the huge
adufões (giant adufes) by José Salgueiro used in the Expo 98, in Lisbon; or, the establishment of the Oficina de Artes Tradicionais (Traditional Arts and Crafts Workshop; 2007) by the Câmara Municipal de Idanha-a-Nova, along with the adufe identification as symbol of the municipality.

Logo of Idanha-a-Nova Municipality.
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Means "to walk". De nition used in Monsanto village.
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Means "to dance in circle". De nition used in Monsanto village.
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Amélia, a Adufeira from Monsanto told me that they don’t play with the Adufeiras from other villages as these often play and sing in di erent ways.

Since 2010, I myself, as a percussionist and artisan, am
trying to develop the adufe as a percussion instrument,
bringing it to a professional level of craftsmanship and
performance. I have put forth new ideas to the traditional
instrument making process such as a tuning system (something never done) and two different sounding sides in
the same drum, enhanced by a designed uneven wood
frame that is more ergonomic and comfortable to grab
Blue skin adufe with moon phases
(one of the corners is thinner). I'm trying also to define a
adufe by Rui Silva. (adufes.com)
new learning method using the simple konnakol syllabes
(Dum, Tá and Ki) as a tool to teach and memorize. It should help to make the adufe
accessible to everyone7. Recently, we've been experimenting the adufe with new
musical languages in such projects as "Aduf&lectrónica"8 and the piece Ensaios
Sobre Cantos IV9, for adufe and electronics, 2019, by the composer Angela Ponte.

I Adufe course at Monsanto village with Adufeiras de Monsanto and Rui Silva (Encontros Med 2018, credits Diana
Caramelo)

Clearly, the adufe is no longer just a rural instrument, intrinsic to the life of inland
Portugal. It has become evermore popular in urban centres through music projects
such as Segue-me à Capela, NEFUP, GEFAC, Crua, Sebastião Antunes&Adufe em
Lisboa, Sopa de Pedra, Cramol, Adufeiras do Porto, Adufelab, Seiva, Cantadeira,
Adufe & Alguidar, Fio à Meada - Vozes Trad Femininas, among others. They all
tend to use the adufe as part of both traditional and newly composed songs. This
urban context houses also a new trend of instrument makers (artisans) as Bárbara
Trabulo or Silvana Dias.

7

I have given more than 90 workshops/courses to more than 900 people, since 2012. Youtube
channel with more than 100 tutorial vídeos: https://www.youtube.com/MrRuisilvaperc
8

Concerto live at Miso Music Portugal - https://youtu.be/7NPblqq0nUg

9

https://youtu.be/_Hp5r4a4REQ
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